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Abstract—One efficient solution to solve the cold-start 

recommendation problem is by exploiting the user demographic 

information using a clustering method. As the user demographic 

information contains categorical data, the choice of the 

clustering method to be used must naturally suitable to the 

particular data characteristic. There are two popular heuristic 

categorical data clustering algorithms, i.e., centroid and medoid 

based. This paper conducts a comparative study towards the 

implementation of K-Modes of the centroid-based method and 

K-Approximate Modal Haplotype (K-AMH) of the medoid-

based method for solving the cold-start recommendation 

problem. The experiment results on the MovieLens dataset show 

that K-AMH achieves the average performance increase of 

0.51% in terms of Precision and 0.40% in terms of Normalized 

Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) to K-Modes. Yet, K-

Modes is more lenient to use due to its scalability. 

Keywords— categorical data, centroid-based clustering, cold-

start, k-modes, k-amh, medoid-based clustering, recommendation 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The implementation of a recommendation system is 
beneficial to narrow down the list of available options that are 
offered by the system to its users. The list of recommendations 
is usually generated based on the user’ previous rating history 
[1, 2]. However, a system will struggle when a new user is 
registered. In this case, the recommendation system must take 
extra effort to understand the target user's interest due to no 
previous rating history recorded from the user. Such a 
condition is common to occur and is well-known as the cold-
start problem [2-5]. 

One efficient way out to solve the cold-start problem is by 
exploiting the user demographic information using the 
clustering methods, i.e., for finding related users that might 
influence the target user interest [6-8]. As the user 
demographic information contains categorical data, the 
choices of the clustering methods to be used must naturally 
suitable to the particular data characteristic. There are two 
popular heuristic categorical data clustering algorithms, i.e., 
centroid and medoid based. The main difference between the 
centroid and medoid based methods is on how the centroid is 
represented [9]. The centroid-based clustering method 

represents the centroid of each cluster by the centre of the 
inclination calculation of data points. On the other hand, the 
medoid-based clustering method represents the centroid of a 
cluster as an object. 

This paper conducts a comparative study towards the 
implementation of K-Modes of the centroid-based method 
[10-13] and K-Approximate Modal Haplotype (K-AMH) of 
the medoid-based method [9, 14] for solving cold-start 
recommendation problem. Our goal is to know which method 
is best used given the challenge. To our best knowledge, such 
a comparative study has not been done before. The 
experiments are conducted using a real-world movie dataset 
and the recommendation qualities are evaluated in terms of 
Precision and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain 
(NDCG) metrics. The recommendation task is to generate 
Top-𝑁 list of movies to a new or cold-start target user based 
on his or her user’s demographic information. The categorical 
data clustering methods are implemented to find in which 
cluster does the target user belongs to. Hence, the list of 
recommendations generated for a target user is influenced by 
the list of movies rated by those users of the same cluster. The 
comparisons are analyzed in terms of the sensitivities, 
scalabilities, and performances. 

The subsequent sections of this paper are: Section II lists 
the notations used in this paper. Section III details the concepts 
and algorithms of the K-Modes and K-AMH methods. Section 
IV describes the experiment setup. Section V details the 
results and discussion; while Section VI concludes the paper. 

 

II. NOTATION 

We assume that the demographic information of users is 
represented by a set of categorical attributes. In this case, let 
𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎1, ⋯ , 𝑎𝑏} be the set of 𝑏 user categorical attributes. 

Assumed that �̇� = {𝑈1, 𝑈2, ⋯ , 𝑈𝑚}  be the set of 𝑚  users, 

therefore a user 𝑈𝑖 is represented as [𝑢𝑖,1, 𝑢𝑖,2, ⋯ , 𝑢𝑖,𝑏]. Table 

I show a toy example of the user demographic information. In 

this case, 𝐴 = {𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟, 𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛}  and �̇� =
{𝑈1, 𝑈2, 𝑈3, 𝑈4, 𝑈5} in which 𝑈1 = ["𝑀", "25", "𝑊𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟"].  

 



TABLE I. TOY EXAMPLE OF USER DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

�̇� 𝒂𝟏 𝒂𝟐 𝒂𝟑 

𝒖𝟏 M 25 Writer 

𝒖𝟐 F 35 Artist 

𝒖𝟑 M 35 Doctor 

𝒖𝟒 F 18 Sales 

𝒖𝟓 F 35 Doctor 

 

III. METHODS 

This section describes the two categorical data clustering 
methods implemented to investigate the cold-start 
recommendation problem, i.e.: K-modes of the centroid-based 
clustering and K- Approximate Modal Haplotype (K-AMH) 
of the medoid-based clustering. 

Given a set of �̇�  and an integer number 𝑘  (≤ 𝑚 ), the 
purpose of the categorical data clustering methods are to group 

�̇� into 𝑘 clusters. 

A. Centroid-based Clustering: K-Modes  

The centroid-based clustering method represents the 
centroid of each cluster by the centre of the inclination 
calculation of user data points [9]. K-Means is the most 
popular centroid-based clustering algorithm. However, it 
cannot be implemented for categorical data. Huang introduces 
K-Modes as the modification of K-means for clustering 
categorical data [10, 11]. A centroid in K-modes is represented 
as a vector of 𝑄 = [𝑞1, 𝑞2, ⋯ , 𝑞𝑏]  where 𝑄 is not necessarily 

an element of �̇�. 

The distance between a user 𝑈  and a centroid 𝑄  in K-
Modes is calculated as: 

 𝑑(𝑈, 𝑄) = ∑ 𝛿(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑞𝑗)
𝑏
𝑗=1  (1)

where 

 𝛿(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑞𝑗) = {
0, (𝑢𝑗 = 𝑞𝑗)

1, (𝑢𝑗 ≠ 𝑞𝑗)
 (2)

The objective of K-modes is to minimize the following 
cost function [10, 11]: 

 𝐹(𝑉,𝑸) = ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑖,𝑙𝛿(𝑢𝑖,𝑗  , 𝑞𝑙,𝑗)
𝑏
𝑗=1

𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑘
𝑙=1  (3)

Subject to 

 
∑ 𝑣𝑖,𝑙
𝑘
𝑙=1 = 1, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚

𝑣𝑖,𝑙 ∈ {0,1}, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑘
 (4)

Solved by  

𝑣𝑖,𝑙 = 1 if 𝑑(𝑈𝑖 , 𝑄𝑙) ≤ 𝑑(𝑈𝑖 , 𝑄𝑡) for 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑘

𝑣𝑖,𝑡 = 0 for 𝑡 ≠ 𝑙
 (5)

where 𝑉 = [𝑣𝑖,𝑗] ∈ ℝ
𝑚×𝑘 and 𝑸 = {𝑄1, 𝑄2, ⋯ , 𝑄𝑘} is a set of 

centroid vectors. Fig. 1 shows the algorithm of K-Modes 
clustering. 

 

Algorithm: K-Modes Clustering 

Input: User demographic information 

Step: 

1. Randomly select 𝑘 initial cluster centroids  

2. Measure the distance between each user to each centroid 

according to Equation (1) and (2) 

3. Assign each user to the cluster that has the shortest 

distance to the user. Repeat until all users are assigned to 

clusters 

4. Update the centroids based on the modes 

5. Compare the new centroids to the previous ones. Repeat 

Step 2 if they are different; otherwise, stop 

Output: 𝑘 users clusters 

Fig. 1. Algorithm of K-Modes clustering [10, 11] 

 

B. Medoid-based Clustering: K-Approximate Modal 

Haplotype (K-AMH) 

The medoid-based clustering method represents the 
centroid of a cluster as a user [9]. One of the recent medoid-
based clustering methods is the K-Approximate Modal 
Haplotype (K-AMH) [9, 14]. A medoid in K-AMH is 

represented is a vector of 𝐻 = [ℎ1, ℎ2, ⋯ , ℎ𝑏]  where 𝐻 ∈ �̇�. 

The distance between a user 𝑈 and a medoid 𝐻 in K-AMH 
is calculated as: 

 𝑑(𝑈,𝐻) = ∑ 𝛿(𝑢𝑗, ℎ𝑗)
𝑏
𝑗=1  (6)

where 

 𝛿(𝑢𝑗 , ℎ𝑗) = {
0, (𝑢𝑗 = ℎ𝑗)

1, (𝑢𝑗 ≠ ℎ𝑗)
 (7)

The objective of K-AMH is to maximize the following 
cost function: 

 𝐹(𝑊,𝐷) = ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑙,𝑖
𝛼𝑑𝑙,𝑖

𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑘
𝑙=1  (8) 

To satisfy 

 𝐹(𝑊,𝐷)𝑠 > 𝐹(𝑊,𝐷)𝑡 , 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡; ∀𝑡, 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ (𝑚 − 𝑘) (9) 

where 

 𝑤𝑙,𝑖
𝛼 =

{
 
 

 
 

(

 
 

1,
0,
1

∑ [
𝑑(𝑈𝑖,𝐻𝑙)

𝑑(𝑈𝑖,𝐻𝑧)
]

1
𝛼−1𝑘

𝑧=1

if 𝑈𝑖 = 𝐻𝑙
if 𝑈𝑖 = 𝐻𝑧 , 𝑧 ≠ 𝑙
otherwise

)

 
 

𝛼

 (10)

Subject to 

 𝑤𝑙,𝑖
𝛼 ∈ [0,1], 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑘 (10a) 

and 

 0 < ∑ 𝑤𝑙,𝑖
𝛼𝑚

𝑙=1 < 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑘 (10b) 

 

 



where 

 𝑑𝑙,𝑖 = {
1.0,
0.5,

      if  𝑤𝑙,𝑖
𝛼 = max𝑤𝑙,𝑖

𝛼 ,1≤𝑙≤𝑘 

otherwise
 (11)

Subject to 

 𝑑𝑙,𝑖 ∈ {1,0.5}, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑘 (11a) 

and 

 1.0 < ∑ 𝑑𝑙,𝑖
𝑘
𝑙=1 < 𝑘, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑚 (11b) 

 0.5 < ∑ 𝑑𝑙,𝑖
𝑚
𝑙=1 < 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝑘 (11c) 

where:  

 𝑊 = [𝑤𝑙,𝑖
𝛼 ] ∈ ℝ𝑘×𝑚 is the degree of membership 

matrix  

 𝛼 ∈ [1,∞)  is a weighting exponent that is used to 
escalate the accuracy of the degree of membership 

 𝐷 = [𝑑𝑙,𝑖] ∈ ℝ
𝑘×𝑚 is the dominant weighting matrix  

 

The complete algorithm of K-AMH clustering is presented 
in Fig. 2.  

Algorithm: K-AMH Clustering 

Input: User demographic information 

Step: 

1. Randomly select 𝑘 initial cluster medoids  

2. Measure the distance between each user to each medoid 

according to Equation (6) and (7) 

3. Generate 𝑊 matrix according to equation (10) that 

subjects to Equation (10a) and (10b).  

4. Generate 𝐷 matrix according to equation (11), (11a), 

(11b), and (11c) 

5. Calculate cost function 𝐹(𝑊,𝐷) according to Equation 

(8) 

6. Test for each initial medoid by the other users. If the 

condition satisfies Equation (9), then replace the medoid 

7. Repeat Step 2 up to Step 6 for each 𝑈 and 𝐻 

8. When the final medoids are acquired for all clusters, 

assign the users to their corresponding clusters 

Output: 𝑘 users clusters 

Fig. 2. Algorithm of K-AMH clustering [9, 14] 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

We use the MovieLens 100K dataset [15] in which the 
users have rated at least 20 movies. The dataset is filtered such 
that we only use the top-300 users that have rated at least 100 
movies. It now contains 300 users, 1640 movies, and 62161 
ratings. The recommendation task is to generate Top-𝑁 list of 
movies to a new or cold-start target user based on the user’s 
age, gender, and occupation. The K-Modes and K-AMH 
methods are implemented to find in which cluster does a target 
user belong to. Hence, the list of recommendations generated 
for a target user is influenced by the list of movies rated by 
those users of the same cluster. 

The experimentations implement the 5-fold cross-
validation method in which the dataset is randomly split five 
times into 80% training and 20% test data. We make sure that 
the users of test data have no ratings in the training data to 
simulate the cold-start problem scenario. The 
recommendation performances are evaluated based on the 
Precision and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain 
(NDCG) metrics. The reported results are the average of the 
recommendation performances of all users in the test data. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Through a series of experiments, we empirically analyze 
and compare the sensitivities,scalabilities, and performances 
of K-Modes and K-AMH for solving the cold-start 
recommendation problem.  

A. Sensitivity 

K-Modes. The sensitivity of K-Modes is analyzed in 
terms of the impact of the number of clusters (𝑘 ) to the 
recommendation performances. We evaluate the 
performances based on the variations of 𝑘 =
{2,3,4,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50}.  

 Fig. 3 displays the impact of 𝑘 to K-Modes in terms of 
Precision and NDCG. The results show that K-Modes 
performs the best when 𝑘 = 3 and that the larger 𝑘 gradually 
deteriorates the K-Modes performances. These findings 
suggest that the least number of clusters is sufficient to 
leverage the performance of K-Modes. Moreover, a similar 
pattern results in both evaluation metrics suggest that the 
performance of K-Modes is stable on any evaluation metrics. 

K-AMH. The sensitivity of K-AMH  is analyzed in terms 
of the impacts of the weighting exponent (𝛼) and the number 
of clusters (𝑘 ) to the recommendation performances. We 
evaluate the performances based on the variations of 𝛼 =
{1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0}, following the approaches in 
[14, 16], and 𝑘 = {2,3,4,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50}.  

 

 

(a) Precision 

 

(b) NDCG 

Fig. 3. Impact of 𝑘 in K-Modes: (a) Precision and (b) NDCG 
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Fig. 4 shows that K-AMH oscillates until it performs the 
best when 𝛼 = 1.8 and remains stagnant afterwards, in terms 
of both Precision and NDCG. These behaviours confirm that 
the best 𝛼  is typically between 1.1 and 2.0 [14, 16]. 
Meanwhile, Fig. 5 shows K-AMH performs the best when 
𝑘 = 10 and progressively decreases after that. These findings 
point out that K-AMH requires more number of clusters 
compared to K-Modes to leverage its performance. 
Additionally, the comparable shapes exposed based on the 
results in both Precision and NDCG evaluation metrics advise 
that the performance of K-AMH is stable on any evaluation 
metrics. 

 

 

(a) Precision 

 

(b) NDCG 

Fig. 4. Impact of 𝛼 in K-AMH: (a) Precision and (b) NDCG 

 

(a) Precision 

 

(b) NDCG 

Fig. 5. Impact of 𝑘 in K-AMH: (a) Precision and (b) NDCG 

B. Scalability 

The scalabilities of K-Modes and K-AMH are compared 
based on the running time required to cluster 300 users into a 
various number of clusters (𝑘). From the comparison shown 
in Fig. 6, we can visibly see that the clustering time of K-AMH 
is a lot higher than that of K-Modes. In fact, these results 
confirm those of the previous studies on K-Modes [12] and K-
AMH [14] that the side-by-side comparison of their running 
time graphs indicates that the slope of the latter is significantly 
greater than that of the former. In this case, we can state that 
K-Modes is more scalable than K-AMH. Moreover, it is 
worthwhile to note that  K-Modes is essentially the same as 
K-Means and consequently it is suitable for clustering large 
categorical data  [11]. 

 

Fig. 6. The comparison of running time to cluster 300 users into various 𝑘 

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERMS OF PRECISION 

Top-𝐍 
Precision Increase Percentage  

(K-AMH to K-Modes) K-Modes K-AMH 

1 88.4790 88.4790 0.00% 

2 85.7030 85.6981 -0.01% 

3 83.3568 83.5496 0.23% 

4 80.7234 81.1728 0.56% 

5 79.5058 80.2730 0.97% 

6 78.5529 79.0564 0.64% 

7 76.4136 78.0800 2.18% 

8 75.3810 76.0369 0.87% 

9 75.5742 75.1123 -0.61% 

10 74.7473 74.9702 0.30% 

AVERAGE 79.8437 80.2428 0.51% 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN TERMS OF NDCG 

Top-𝐍 
NDCG Increase Percentage  

(K-AMH to K-Modes) K-Modes K-AMH 

1 0.8848 0.8848 0.00% 

2 0.8633 0.8633 0.00% 

3 0.8453 0.8467 0.16% 

4 0.8256 0.8288 0.38% 

5 0.8152 0.8207 0.67% 

6 0.8069 0.8109 0.49% 

7 0.7912 0.8027 1.46% 

8 0.7825 0.7879 0.70% 

9 0.7817 0.7801 -0.20% 

10 0.7748 0.7774 0.34% 

AVERAGE 0.8171 0.8203 0.40% 
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C. Performance 

Table II and Table III respectively list the performance 
comparisons between K-Modes and K-AMH in terms of 
Precision and NDCG at various 𝑁 = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}. 
We can observe that K-Modes and K-AMH have a 
comparable performances when 𝑁 ≤ 2, though the latter is 
very slightly left behind in terms of Precision when 𝑁 = 2.  
K-AMH constantly over performs K-Modes to some extent 
when 𝑁 ≥ 3, except when 𝑁 = 9. The Precision and NDCG 
percentage increases displayed in Table II and Table III show 
that the average of increases from K-AMH to K-Modes are 
respectively 0.51% and 0.40%. In this case, the 
outperformance of K-AMH towards K-Modes is not 
significant. Moreover, recall that the scalability analysis 
presented in the previous section concludes that K-Modes is 
more scalable than K-AMH according to the comparison of 
their clustering running times. In other words, indeed K-AMH 
performs slightly better than K-Modes for solving the cold-
start recommendation problem; however, K-Modes is still 
more worth it to be implemented due to scalability reason. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented a comparative study of K-Modes and 
K-AMH as respectively the centroid and medoid based 
categorical data clustering methods for solving cold-start 
recommendation problem. Our series of experiments on the 
MovieLens dataset show that K-AMH achieves the average 
performance increase of 0.51% in terms of Precision and 
0.40% in terms of NDCG to K-Modes. K-AMH performs 
slightly better than K-Modes. Yet, K-Modes is more lenient to 
use due to its scalability.  

Future works are to use other centroid and medoid based 
clustering methods in the comparative study as well as to use 
other datasets with different sizes.  
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